Comparing Unlabeled Pedigree Graphs via Covering with Bipartite and Path.
Family trees, also called pedigrees, have important information about an individual's past and future life. It can be used as a diagnostic tool and help guide decisions about genetic testing for the patient and at-risk family members. There are 2% to 10% of parent-child relationships missing, and this can cause large differences in the pedigree graphs created. Hence, the evaluation of pedigrees is an essential task. In this article, we focus on the problem of isomorphism of unlabeled subpedigrees with a large number of individuals and hundreds of families, given that the two pedigrees being evaluated are generational and mating is between external parents. We address two restricted versions of the unlabeled subpedigree graph problem, Cover Unlabeled subPedigree with a Bipartite graph (CUPB), and Cover Unlabeled subPedigree with a Path (CUPP) problems. Fixed parameter algorithms are presented to solve the two problems, CUPB and CUPP.